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April 9, 2018 

TOM@University Model 

Concept Paper 

Background 

The Reut Group launched TOM:Tikkun Olam Makers (“TOM”) in July 2014, inspired by the vision 

of a society where the benefits of technological progress and innovation allow every person access 

to affordable solutions to their needs’.  

Hence, TOM’s mission has been to inspire and support a global movement of communities 

dedicated to creating and delivering extremely affordable solutions to neglected needs of 

disempowered people. Our goal is to impact the lives of 250 Million people in a decade. 

Since its launch, TOM has been extremely successful in bringing together people with disabilities 

and makers to develop prototypes for solutions to everyday challenges of people with disabilities. 

To date, some 30 Communities in 12 countries, have worked on 350 prototypes with the help of  

2,500 volunteers. 

The TOM Process is comprised of three phases: (1) Makeathons; (2) Developer Groups; and (3) 

Dissemination and its keystones are the TOM Web Platform and Playbook. Together, they allow 

local TOM communities to identify neglected challenges faced by people with disabilities, develop 

prototypes, create digital product-files, and disseminate solutions around the world. 

TOM@University Model 
Universities, especially those with engineering, management and design programs, are invaluable 

nodes in the envisioned global network of TOM communities. They incorporate four untapped 

resources: students that need to do projects, facilities such as makerspaces, faculty with very high 

skills, and the passion for Tikkun Olam.   

Since its inception, TOM has been present in multiple universities, such as across the USA (Cornell, 

UC Berkeley, UC Irvine, Vanderbilt and Northwestern), São Paulo University in Brazil, Swinburne 

University in australia, and various academic institutions in Israel including the Technion, Afeka,  

Shenkar, Sami Shamoon Colleges and Tel-Aviv University. 

Based hereon, we have crystallized the outline of the full-scale ongoing TOM@University 

community and would now like to pilot and model it. In our vision, such a community would 

execute on: (1) 1-2 makeathons per year; (2) developer groups embedded in courses and student 

activities; (3) use of university facilities to deliver TOM Products in nearby communities; (4) A start-

up competition in assistive technologies (YooCanTOM Competition). Our goal now is to pilot the 

TOM@University communities.  

http://reutgroup.org/en/
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Deploying the TOM@University Model 

TOM’s current goal is to deploy a year-round full-scale TOM Community across a university 

campus and within all relevant faculties. These will be the first such TOM@University communities.  

We believe that TOM can create a unique leadership position for those universities that are willing 

to join the TOM Movement early on, and we would be happy to work with them securing this 

outcome. For example, this may include a conference for Community Managers of other 

universities in the area or participation of the TOM Community Manager in regional, national or 

global events on behalf of TOM.   

Furthermore, a collateral benefit can be a connection to alumni around the world, who live in 

places where TOM Communities exist and emerge.    

Annual Budget  

Item Budget Comments 

TOM Community 

Manager  

$30,000 Half-time TOM Community Leader on campus   

TOM@University 

Coordinator 

$40,000 Half-time TOM@University coordinator working out of Reut 

Group back-officing the TOM@University Module 

Seed Budget for  $30,000 Seed funding for operation of the community including 

seeding a makeathon and running Developer Groups 

Leadership Budget $30,000 Budget to underwrite leadership activities in other 

universities and colleges beyond the campus.  

TOM Web-Platform $30,000 Budget for supporting the on-line university section of the 

TOM Web-Platform. Including a licensing portion.  

Mngt & Overhead  $40,000  

Total  $200,000   

 

End.  
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Annex 

Deployment of TOM on Campus 

An Outline Model Community 

The Yearly Cycle 

• 1 university-wide makeathon 

• 10-15 Developer groups 

• 1 YoocanTOM Competition 

• Delivery of products in the area  

Campus Participation: Examples of Possibilities 

• Engineering schools: students and faculty participate in Makeathons and join Developer 

Groups as part of their courses or independently;   

• Nursing, occupational therapy or social works schools help identify TOM Challenges and 

work with People with Disabilities on campus and off-campus;  

• Management and law schools: students help run the TOM Due Diligence process on the 

legal status, standards, and market potential of products;   

• University makerspaces are used not only for teaching but also for delivering of products;  

• Schools of management, business and engineering organize and participate in the 

YooCanTOM Competition;  

• Some students can have an additional source of income.  


